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Abstract: Two frozen +H2O-
ice water dipoles can exchange the information content of 

an electron e- per meter (or 102cm2) by alternating sublimating as +H2Og or H2O-
g 

monopole into the gas phase between +H2O-
ice dipoles, while gaining a free electrical 

capacitance (Coulomb C) or potential of 10-2C(e-)/cm2. The information e- is wrapped 
up in a 3rd +H20-

ice molecule and sent as 1C/mtr.sec into the ice/gas interface igi at the 
edge of ice, sublimating as 10-2C/cm2 H+

g (hydrogen) and OH-
g (hydroxyl) monopole 

capacitance. After phase-shifting these buffer ions return to the 10-2C(H2O-)g or 
10-2C(+H2O)g potentials (Volt) as alternating currents of 10-7moleH+

g and 10-7mole 
OH-

g, respectively. The information turnover in this closed electrical RC-circuit is 
105C(e-)/mole+H2O-

ice
 (Faraday) per second. The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase, sending 

3Na (sodium) cations as current/capacitance across a membrane, and the ribosomal 
peptide system, generating mRNA amino acid information of 3-nucleotide codons, are 

examples of cellular systems that evolved by 
exploiting the monopole properties of water. 
3Na/2K-ATPase is active in igi at the outside of 
a biological cell. The genome substitutes for igi 
inside a cell, receiving the information content e- 
by messenger RNA (mRNA). It is suggested 
that live (genome) and the universal surround 
both evolved from the dielectric vacuum of a 
capacitor, sharing the same RC time constant of 
one second. 

Fig.1 see text   

 

Introduction:   
 
Time is a property of the surround, for example 
water. A biological entity is surrounded by water 
which suggests that a living organism somehow 
obtains it sense of time from water. Here is 
shown that the sublimation of ice into gas has an 
electrical RC-time constant of one second. This 
time constant is copied by major ubiquitous 
biological mechanisms to let these work in 
concert with the surround. We present evidence 
for example that the enzyme 3Na-2K-ATPase 
and the ribosomal peptide generating system 

both work with an endogeneous time constant of one second, obtained from water, 
which appears to be a mixture of ice and gas. The mechanism of the turnover of ice 
into gas was discovered studying the empirical data of salt transport by the enzyme 
3Na/2K-ATPase1,2.  



Fig.3 3Na/2K-ATPase (E) 
activity. Zero net charge e-
in closed electrical circuits
is pumped around by
enzymes exploiting sets of
water monopoles (eq.4)1,3. 
Enzymes are blocked or 
activated by external field
potentials of 1Hz and
100Hz respectively (text). 

Fig.2 Volume change
of water at T=0ºC. The
empirical obtained
value 1.09 (textbook,
arrow) is within 0.3% 
in agreement with the
theoretical value 1.089
(Eq.10)  

Results:   The laws of electricity suggest that the +H2O-
water 

dipole must be a +H2O-
ice dipole, having to stay put because 

otherwise it would generate electrical current and potential 
simultaneously. However, 2+H2O-

ice molecules can move by 
exchanging the information content of 2e- electrons while 
sublimating as alternate free electrical potential (capacitance 
C) into the gas phase between the ice molecules, alternating 
changing identity between +H2O-

ice and the +H2Og or H2O-
g gas 

monopoles. No hard copies of e- are exchanged because the 
disintegration in 3 atoms would not yield closed electrical 
circuits (fig.1a). Instead, the information is sent as current per 
meter (102cm2), wrapped up in a 3rd +H2O-molecule, which 
sublimates as 10-2C(+H+OH-)g/cm2 serial capacitance 
(compressed as gas!) in the ice/gas interphase igi at the edge 
of the bulk of ice (1Ampere is 1C/sec.mtr). Subsequently this 

capacitance alters by phase-shifting in alternating H+
g and OH-

g
 current of 

10-7mole(H++OH-)g/ltr.sec (Eq.1), running to the potentials of the +H2Og or H2O-
g 

monopoles (fig.'s 1b,c). This closed RC-circuit has an RC time constant of one second 
because 1/3x3sec=1sec when a single H2Oice alters its identity of current and potential 
(capacitance) 3-times per second. The calculus shows that pH and Faraday's constant 
are closely related (Eq.2). The empirical value of the latter is 96143 C/mole 
(textbook) while 105C/mole is obtained as theoretical value for Faraday's constant. 
 

The +H2Og and H2O-
g monopoles and the buffer ions carry 

the potential and current information of e- back and forth 
into igi (Eq.'s 3,4, fig.1d). 3+H2O-

ice generate 2e- information 
(fig.’s 1b,1c), which means that interference, for example 
with an external voltage source, with the water information 
content would require a serial normalized capacitance of 
15mC(+H2O+H2O-)/mole+H2O-

ice (Eq.5), to be sent as 
current into igi. This capacitance, having the value of 
0.833Joule/ltr or 0.83Volt/ltr, represents the transition 
potential of +H20-

ice ice dipoles sublimating into gas. The 
value is known as the H2O/O- transition redox potential 
(-0.82Volt/ltr, textbook), measured when current e- is sent 
through water between 2 electrodes connected by a voltage 
source. The value also corresponds with data of 3Na/2K-
ATPase NaCl salt transport, showing that the enzyme 
generates net admittance of 0.833moleNaCl/ltr.sec (fig.1e,f, 
Eq.6)1,2. The total serial +H2Og+H2O-

g capacitance is 
0.15C/literH20ice (Eq.5) or 8.33Joule/moleH2Oice (1 liter is 
55.55mole). This value agrees with the empirical gas 
constant of 8.314Volt/moleH20ice (Eq.7).  
  

The relative volume change ∆SH2O in the surface next to gli by +H2O- molecules 
entering the gas phase (the specific volume of water is chosen to be 1, s.v.H2O=1), is 
0.85C/sec (Eq.8). The volume change ∆SH2Og of gli by H+ and OH- monopoles leaving 
the gas phase is 0.925C/sec (Eq.9). The relative volume increase of frozen water at 
T=0°C is therefore 1.088 (Eq.10). This theoretically calculated increase is within 
0.3% in concert with the empirical volume change of freezing water (textbook, fig.2). 



Discussion    
 
Water is a mixture of +H2O-

ice ice and the +H2Og, H2O-
g, H+

g and OH-
g gas monopole 

capacitances. Evidence for the presence of gas monopoles are i) the close relationship 
with the pH of water (Eq.1), ii) the close relationship between the empirical, 
96143C/mole, and theoretical Faraday constant, 105C/mole (Eq.2), iii) the close 
relationship between the empirical, 8.314Joule/mole, and theoretical gas constant, 
8.333Joule/mole (Eq.7), iv) the close relationship between the empirical, 0.82Volt, 
and theoretical H2O/O- redox potential, 0.833Volt, (Eq.6), v) the close relationship 
with this redox potential and the 'redox potential' of the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase, 
0.833mole/ltr (fig.1e,f, Eq.6)1,2,3, vi) the close relationship between the predicted 
volume increase at T=0°C for freezing water and the empirical volume increase 
(Eq.10, fig.2) and vii) the absolute relationship between the time constants of 
monopole formation and the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase, one second. Monopoles 
furthermore can't escape from the ice/gas mixture, known as water, because of the 
constant turnover of sets of +H2O+H2O-

 and H++OH- monopoles, which contain part of 
the turnover information content e- each (Eq.'s 2,3,4). The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase 
and the ribosomal peptide system use the water properties for sending information e- 
across large distance x with invariant speed of signal processing. 

 
Fig.4 a  The genome as +H2O+H2O- monopole acceptor and 
donor. Here the genome is depicted as capacitor containing all 
the information of a living organism in its dielectrical (di) 
vacuum. Net information passes this interface at essentially 
0Volt potential as 15mC(NaCl)/moleH2Oice admittance (Eq.6, 
Fig.1f)1-3 b All information of the surround is broken down 
into the smallest unit of information to be recovered while 
being labeled with the dimension of time. It allows us to sense 
time in concert with the surround. For example fusion of 2 
amino acids yields electron e- information by liquidation of the 
terminal H+ and OH- groups. This information as smallest bit 
of genomic peptide information is sent as serial mRNA current 
to the 2-D interface of the genome, the cellular equivalent of 
igi, where the information is overwriting retrograde, as serial 
capacitance, the pre-existing information on the genome. The 
3-D information of the original peptide is simultaneously 
recovered by transcript tRNA (textbook). Ribosomal mRNA 
sends codon information as 3 parallel nucleotides, like the 
enzyme 3Na-2K-ATPase is sending 3Na cations in parallel.  
The genome therefore also has a time constant of one second.  
 

Invariance of signal transduction is obtained when the non-compressibility of ice is 
exploited to send a message independent of the distance x between messenger and 
receiver (fig.1b). Fig.1e shows that water generates 15mC/mole+H2O-

ice admittance, 
which is the reverse of impedance (Eq.5). The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase adapted to 
this value generating counter admittance of 15mC(NaCl)/mole+H2O-

ice, 0.83mole/liter 
(fig.'s 1f,3)1,3, in closed electrical current clamp circuits, by pumping around water as 
ice and water as gas separately (fig.3). This admittance transmission is invariant with 
the distance ∆x between two membranes (Fig.3) because it is sent through the ice 
pathway. Neuronal signal transduction pathways between dendrites and synapse 
exploit this invariance of signaling3 as can be shown by application of external field 
potentials of 1Hz (counteracting the 3Na/2K-ATPase activity) and 100Hz 
(counteracting the transmission of gas monopoles (Eq.2, fig.3)4. These field potentials 



convert the neuronal system admittance into impedance. Application of these 
frequencies has become routine in neuron electro-physiology4. Field potentials 
however do not inform about nerve function because impedance means that net 
system information output is zero. Any interference with a closed information 
exchange circuit, for example with micro- or patch clamp electrodes, yields crippled 
information because messenger and receiver owe half of the information each (Eq.2).  
 
Time and the genome as an internalized cellular ice/gas interface The here presented 
data show that information content of 2e- is sent into igi per second as linear current of 
3+H2O-

ice dipoles, converted simultaneously to 3 serial capacitances, and returned as 
information current 2e- into the bulk of ice. Close inspection of the ribosomal protein 
synthesis system (fig.4) shows a similar process. A linear negatively charged mRNA 
enzyme current is converted as triple (3) nucleotide information and written to the 
genome where it is stored as serial capacitance, overwriting the original information 
on the genome. Simultaneously (by invariance of signal transduction) tRNA is 
recovering the 3-D-information of the original peptide (textbook). It suggests that as 
yet the point has been missed that information is copied to the genome in retrograde 
direction instead of being read in antegrade direction. And that the genome is an 
internalized igi interface, enabling a biological system to copy the smallest units of 
food, sound, smell etc as information to the genome while labeling it with the 
dimension time of the surround. It is probably the way to make us aware of time. 
Thus, to understand time5 not 'People and Nature' as two separate entities (Newton), 
but 'People in Nature' (Descartes, Kant) would be a more appropriate study concept. 
Furthermore, at the beginning of life the genome is closed and as such life starts from 
a dielectrical vacuum of a capacitor. This life is in perfect harmony with its surround, 
sharing the same dimension of time. It is therefore not illogical to assume that the 
beginning of the universe (big bang) also started from the dielectrical vacuum of such 
a capacitor.    
 

Equations:  
 
1moleH2O/mtr.sec = 10-2mole(H++OH-)/cm2.sec =  
10-5mole(H++OH-)cm/ltr.sec = 10-7mole(H++OH-)mtr/ltr.sec                       Eq.1 
Faraday = 105C(+H2O, H2O-)/mole(H+,OH-)                          Eq.2 

-+H2O + e-  =  +H2O- = +H2O- - e-                   Eq.3  
e-  = ½+H2O+½H2O-     ½H+ + e- = ½OH-          Eq.'s 4a,b 
½.10-2Ce-/100cm2.1/3moleH2Oice

 = 15mC(+H2O+H2O-)/100cm2.moleH2Oice          
=  0.15C(+H2O+H2O-)/ltrH2Oice  (per 10 second)              Eq.5 
15mC(+H2O,H2O-)g/moleH2Oice.sec=0.8333Volt/ltr.sec=0.833moleNaCl/sec        Eq.6 
55.55 * 0.15Cg/ltr+H2O-

ice=8.333Joule/mole+H2O-
ice   (Rgas=8.314Joule/mole)         Eq.7 

∆SH2O = 1-0.15/2 = 0.925C/sec                     Eq.8 

∆SH2Og = 1-0.15 = 0.85C/sec                             Eq.9 

∆s.vice  = 0.925/0.85 * s.vH2O = 1.088 * s.vH2O              Eq.10 
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